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Pollution begins at home

Englishman's home may be his castle, but it- damage his health. Energy conservation
and offices, thus increasing the amount
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Mould loves damp. Condensation, which pollutes 1'5 million homes
in Britain, is one cause of dampness
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simply making a building more leaky in an attempl to
disùrse dampâr will be ño answec warm, moist air from
kitðhens might be replaced by damp air from outside. A
better solutiõn would'be to usb insulãtion to minimise the
amount of heat lost. tWith better insulation,
keep the temperaturc of the walls inside a
temperatuf€ at which $,ater vapour

occupants could
house above the

*dew-point", mone easily.
condenseg the
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Pilkinston. thc c.lass company, is working with the Timber
Rese¿rcñ and tlévelopment Association and Laing the
housebuilding comPâny, on a
ventilation. Scientists at Pilki

and bathroom of a well-sealed
!hat
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sourc€s of condensation, w

re difference that drives the
's system has the added advan-
it is most needed: the more

of the air indoors and outdoors. But in summer the
walls is usually above the

re is less risk of condensation.
ces the concentration ofother

came about partlY as a result
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substance causes eYe and nose

irritation, as well as headaches and nausea in some
susceptible people.
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but perhaps less well recog-
nised: õombustion. A
number of unfortunate acci-
dents have made clear the
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Passive venlilation. Temperature difierences between lhe inside and
outside creale air cunenä up the extracl pipes
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Body odour

woler vopour

Tobocco smoke (smoll offÍces)
Toboccosmol€ (open plon)a
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to produce two isotopes of polonium. When inhaled, polo-
nium deliven¡ a dose of penetrating alpha radiation to the
lung. It is this that can lead eventually to lung cancer.

Although there were hints of the dangers of radon at the
turn of the century, it was not until the late 1970s that anyone
made serious attempts to investigate the presence of the gas in
homes in Briøin. The government's radiation watchdog, the
National Radiological Protection Board (NRPB), is currently
analy onwide study of radon levels in
2000 ry results are disturbing (New
Scien ). One in 20 homes in Cornwall
exposesits occupants to more radiation than the maximum-
25 millisieverts/year-recommended in February last year by
the Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution. In some
homes the radon level is l0 times higher than this limit, and
their occupants may face the same risk of contracting lung
cancer because ofradon as they face from all other cancen¡
combined.

Other regions where the ground is rich in uranium, such as
Devon and the Pennines, also contain homes blighted by
radon. West Devon Borough Council has begun to correlate
the deaths among its population to areas where the exposure
to radon is high in a search for radon-induced cancers.

Radon is not the only radioactive pollutant causing
concern: its sister isotope, thoron, is now showing up in levels
similar to those of radon. As the half life of thoron is only 55
seconds, less thoron is exuded from the soil, so it is less of a
hazard than radon. Even so, the NRPB's studies indicate that
thoron may add a substantial and measurable risk to that
already posed by radon.

The NRPB believes that around 1000 homes may exceed
the level at which the Royal Commission on Environmental
Pollution recommends that action should be taken to reduce
the hazard, while already exceed
the NRPB's own 5 millisieverts.
The government action. Patrick
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How natural radioactivity enters home
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